SKILLED MIGRATION
AND ASSESSMENT
SERVICE
A streamlined, transparent and
responsive system to manage skilled
migration and assessment

INTRODUCTION

What are the benefits?

In an increasingly globalised
world, the integration of
skilled international labour is
of critical economic benefit.
As skilled workers move countries, governments and
employers need to know these workers are capable of
meeting their skills needs. It is vitally important that
qualifications and skills are verified and confirmed as
comparable to domestic standards.
Our Skilled Migration and Assessment Service can
advise on and develop these services for government
ministries and authorities that manage national and
sector-specific workforce supply chains.
We offer:
• Skills-based immigration and system design
• Development and capacity building of existing
evaluation centres and/or testing authorities
• Development of streamlined application systems
and processes
• Ongoing service support

Our Skilled Migration and Assessment Service allows
you to:
• Attract the labour and prioritise skills from
overseas that meet your local industry needs
• Eliminate fraudulent immigration and employment
applications
• Assure the quality and standards of the skills
of people who apply for migration
• Create innovative, robust solutions to open up mutual
recognition and trade agreement opportunities

Who we are
VETASSESS and Ecctis are experts in systems to
check and evaluate qualifications and experience.
As specialists in assessment, we are at the forefront
of discussions about how to check and evaluate
qualifications and experience. We are trusted partners
to governments, educators and industries.

• Ecctis, formerly known as UK NARIC, has over
20 years’ experience as the official designated
UK national agency for the recognition of international
qualifications and skills. We work with the UK Home
Office to support the UK’s points-based immigration
system and we have assisted governments
internationally to establish qualifications and skills
recognition agencies and to provide evaluation
services for labour market integration.
• VETASSESS is Australia’s largest official skills assessing
agency for skills mapping and skills recognition for
migration and skills recognition purposes. We assess
more than 360 professional and 32 trade occupations
through a network of global skills testing centres. We
provide qualification and employment verification
services for governments, professional bodies,
educational institutions and private organisations.
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MANAGING SKILLED IMMIGRATION

We offer 2 paths to managing skilled
immigration and ensuring individuals
meet skills requirements.
In-house solution
GOAL — Your own, Ministry or
agency-operated immigration application,
assessment, and management system
1

We work with your teams to develop policies,
methodologies and suitable workflows

2

We design and develop suitable IT systems
and web-based applicant portals, front –
and back-end

3

We build capacity and capability by training your
Ministry or agency personnel in methodologies
and operation of the new system

4

You operate the service with ongoing support
and further development from us

Outsourced solution
GOAL — Your Ministry sets priorities and
monitors KPIs but outsources operation
of the system to Ecctis and VETASSESS
1

We work with your teams to develop policies,
priorities, and operational KPIs

2

We adapt our existing IT systems to suit your
requirements for an application and assessment
portal.

3

We add your own unique branding to applicantfacing web pages and forms/statements

4

We operate the service for you. This involves
a lower resource requirement from you. The
program is reviewed regularly.
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Discuss with Ecctis and VETASSESS your
practical and operational needs and
capacity, and your national policy goals,
skills shortages and priorities. Determine
the most suitable path for you.

SOLUTIONS WE OFFER

Migration system design

Capacity Building

We can provide a range of services to assist with
the implementation of points-based immigration
systems, including needs analysis studies to determine
appropriate criteria, scoping and drafting of policies
and processes.

To boost domestic expertise, the consortium can draw
on a wealth of experience in training and mentoring
programmes in the fields of credential evaluation, skills
assessment and skills development. These bespoke
capacity-building activities will be developed according
to domestic priorities.

The points and weighting will reflect nationally
important criteria and the labour needs of the country
or profession.

Establishing an evaluation centre
Countries adopting the UNESCO Global Recognition
Convention are required to have a National Information
Centre and implement transparent, fair, timely and
non-discriminatory recognition processes.
We can:

System Development
Bespoke IT systems are required to implement managed
migration systems. We can scope and design systems
for:
• Monitoring and reporting
• Application portals and websites
• Data collection and management

• Enhance the capability of existing centres
• Audit or remodel existing centres, referencing
international best practice
• Provide ground-up scoping and centre development

Creating a system of skills assessments
(relative to national standards) and
skills testing

Ongoing Support
Evaluation and testing authorities are likely to require
a range of ongoing support services as they develop.
The consortium can, where requested, provide ongoing
quality assurance and a support role to enhance centre
performance.

Skills assessments help to ensure the safe integration
of overseas trained professionals and tradespeople into
the domestic workforce, ensuring individuals are trained
to the same standard as local workers.
Skills assessments and testing can use local benchmarks
and/or adopt matrixes relative to established
international standards.
Where shortfalls in skills coverage exist, we can offer
micro-credentials as upskilling options or work with
in-country education providers to develop appropriate
courses.
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SERVICES YOU CAN
OUTSOURCE TO US
Outsourced Application Processing

Let us deliver your service under your branding.

These services can be built seamlessly into the
customer journey with your branding and delivered
via online platforms from our headquarters in the
UK and Australia.
• Verification of qualifications and professional
status (other checks could be sub-contracted)
• Evaluation of qualifications (including research,
where required)
• Assessment of skills and experience against
national standards
• System development

Outsourced Skills Testing
VETASSESS has an endorsed network of global skills
testing centres and can provide strategic, expert and
practical advice in all aspects of migration-related skills
assessment. Our outsourced skills testing solutions
manage all aspects of the application process and
can be tailored to your operating model, regulatory
environment and industry dynamics.
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DISCUSS YOUR NEEDS
WITH OUR EXPERTS
Australia

United Kingdom

Melbourne
(Headquarters)

London

Level 5, 478 Albert Street
East Melbourne
VIC 3002
E directorate@vetassess.com.au
P +61 3 9655 4801

Ecctis
Suffolk House
68-70 Suffolk Road
Cheltenham
GL50 2ED
E Peter.Wood@ecctis.com
P 0871 330 7033 (UK)
00 44 3003 038777 (Overseas)

To arrange a virtual consultation on how
our Skilled Migration and Assessment
Service might work for you, contact us at

For VETASSESS:
directorate@vetassess.com.au
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